
 
 
  
 

PLAY WELL.  COACH WELL 
 

THE MIND FACTOR COURSE 
 

20 - 22 NOVEMBER 2015 in Central Manchester 
 

RRP: £999* WEBSITE OFFER: £699* 
 
How are YOU going to stand out from the rest in the FUTURE???   
 
It is NOT 'being negative' to say we are in TOUGH times and the days of easy money and inferior  
service are well and truly over.  You would not be reading this if you were not one of the few  
coaches or players who want to continually LEARN and GROW your methodology and techniques for  
getting the best out of yourself and your clients.   
 

 Do you want to be left behind with some old and outdated teaching methods?   
 
What would it be like to experience at first hand THREE DAYS of incredible learning, fun and  
enjoyment and leave with some of the most cutting edge material available today in terms of the  
MIND FACTOR?   
 
To actually become a MIND FACTOR coach will set you apart and allow you the benefit of a first class  
referral system through the MIND FACTOR website.   
 
The 3 days will be hosted and taught by Karl Morris, Europe’s leading Mind Coach who has  
presented this information with incredible success all over the world to the PGA’s of Great Britain,  
PGA Australia, PGA Sweden, PGA Germany, PGA South Africa, PGA Holland, PGA of Italy, PGA  
Belgium and the PGA of Europe – to name a few!!  
 
As well as having individual success with Major winners such as 2011 Open Champions Darren Clarke  
and Louis Oosthuizen, 2010 US Open Champion and 2010 Ryder Cup Hero Graeme McDowell, 2011  
US Masters Winner Charl Schwartzel, former World Number One Lee Westwood, Former US Open  
Champion Alison Nicholas -  to name a few.   
 
Each day will give you an in depth understanding and experience of how and when to use MIND  
FACTOR techniques to get the very best out of either yourself or your players.   
 
We will also have guest speakers of truly international standing who will present to you  
cutting edge information that stands together to build you a unique package which provides you  
with the opportunity to take performance to an altogether different level.  
 
THE SORT OF THINGS YOU WILL LEARN :  
 

 We all want to change yet we don't know HOW to change.  Karl will share with you the latest  
cutting edge material on how your brain resists any form of change and how YOU can work  
with your neural circuitry as opposed to constantly being at battle with yourself.  If YOU  
know how to change, then you can help OTHERS change, too. 



 
 

 

 Discover the power of the little known and even less understood concept of Neutral 
Thinking and begin to understand why the well -worn path of positive thinking is so 
ineffective for most people.  Have the advantage in your coaching of being able to apply a 
system of thinking that has LONG TERM VALUE as opposed to a short term fix.  

 Knowledge is about EXPERIENCE and anything else is just information. Einstein talked about  
 this concept and during the 3 days the emphasis is on your own personal experience.  YOU  
 will be INVOLVED in your OWN learning.  

 Many of the techniques will require you to actually have an experience as opposed to just  
 more head knowledge.  

 Many of the tools however will require you to experience ONLY ONCE and you will then find  
 yourself having the confidence to actually use the techniques in the real world situations  
 that you are confronted with on a daily basis.  

 I would go as far as to say that not 1 in a 100 people know and understand how the brain  
 responds to practice and how you need to understand the shaping of new NEURAL  

 CONNECTIONS in the brain if your practice regimes are to be effective.  Have at your  
 disposal a complete understanding of EFFECTIVE PRACTICE.   

 If you are not interested in how humans create the patterns of success or failure then this  
 course is probably not for you.  It is absolutely factual that entering new territory and  
 expanding the horizons of what you do can be an inherently scary place.  It will become  
 apparent during the 3 days just how much we tend to be stuck in our own limiting patterns  

of behaviour and how very strong the pull of familiarity is. More importantly you will be  
 armed as you leave the course with the know-how of the specific dynamics of the CHANGE  

 PROCESS.   

 Discover the myth behind the process of visualisation and how such a potentially beneficial  
 tool is being badly used in so many cases and how the ‘mind gurus’ are completely off track  
 in the way that visualisation is currently being coached. This single piece of information is  
 worth the price of the course in that you will gain tremendous results with players very  
 quickly by having them FULLY UNDERSTAND what actually creates visualisation and then  
 how to effectively utilise it.  

 The absolute most important part of being an effective mind coach has absolutely nothing to  
 do with goal setting and ‘dreaming big’.  Understand the way that current goal setting  
 models are taught are almost guaranteed to result in FRUSTRATION and FAILURE.   

 Have at your disposal a UNIQUE and TESTED formula that understands and implements a  
 system that is linked to how the brain ACTUALLY works as opposed to a flowery theory that  
 sells but is ineffective.    

 If you keep trying to implement mind game strategies without understanding the incredibly  
 powerful concept of PERCEIVED CONTROL you are almost guaranteed to fail.  You will learn  
 how to give yourself or your students a mind control technique that has not been revealed  
 ANYWHERE else before.   

 
By training for 3 days and becoming a MIND FACTOR coach you will instantly be able to go out and  
USE the tools and techniques with you clients. As opposed to being exposed to endless theory the  
MIND FACTOR has the basic premise that success is all about ACTION.  If you do not leave with a set  
of technique that you can take action on, we have failed. However, the testimonials of people who  
are already MIND FACTOR coaches should suggest to you this is an opportunity that once taken, will  
be valuable for a long, long time.    
 
 



 
 
 
CONSIDER THIS QUESTION :  
 
Would you spend £1.60 per day for the next 12 months to elevate your career and those that you  
work with to a totally different level?   
 
£1.60 the price of half a Starbucks is the cost spread out over a 12 month period to become a MIND  
FACTOR coach.  During the 3 days you will also be given key strategies on how to recoup and then  
make a PROFIT on that investment in ONE DAY!!    
 
We would be lying if we said that becoming a successful MIND FACTOR coach is easy. It isn’t!! It is a  
TOUGH and COMPETITIVE market out there but for those people willing to put in the time and effort  
and apply the key strategies there is without doubt a wonderful opportunity awaiting you.  Never  
before has there been such a thirst for knowledge about how the mind works and the MIND FACTOR  
in sport.  Athletes will PAY good value to anyone who can help them gain a performance advantage  
in the sporting arena.  Just take a look at the HUNDREDS of aspiring golfers on the mini tours around  
the world to begin to understand HOW MANY potential clients await the person with the ability to  
help them experience SUCCESS.     
 
Many, many people who attempt to become Mind Coaches or Sports Psychologists will FAIL.  That is  
an absolute certainty.  In fact, many people who ‘teach’ sports psychology have NEVER actually  
practiced successfully in a business environment building a base of clients that have been helped by  
their strategies.  Understand that in the REAL WORLD you will be judged by ONE FACT and that is  
your RESULTS.     
 
If you attempt to work with clients without having a FRAMEWORK of understanding then it will be  
extremely difficult to succeed.   As a MIND FACTOR coach you will be given a deceptively simple but  
profoundly effective system of how to teach the MIND FACTOR.     
 
A system that both YOU and the ATHLETE will be totally comfortable with allowing results to flow  
naturally.     
 
Many of the MIND FACTOR tools seem SO SIMPLE but in a world that is drowning in information but  
thirsting for knowledge you will leave the 3 days full of an energy that knows that you can APPLY  
these tools.   In fact, sometimes you will feel the need to explain to people that they need to be  
careful not to miss the effectiveness of the strategies because of their SIMPLICITY.     
 
You may laugh out loud when you read some of the benefits of being a MIND FACTOR coach and  
consider it too good to be true.   Yet, we have people who are on a daily basis incorporating this  
knowledge into their coaching with DRAMATIC RESULTS.   Many coaches report an increase in their  
own feel good factor when coaching as they get a sense that they can really HELP clients with a  
broader knowledge base that is not just about technique.     
 
Secure your place by booking direct through The MIND FACTOR website: www.themindfactor.com.  
 
 

http://www.themindfactor.com/

